APIQR/Monogram Program Update

Color Coding – Product Questions – Auditor Test
COLOR CODING

• Required by S1 for any standard used in the Monogram Program
• Performed as part of the publication process
• Identifies auditable requirements – criteria for products
• Used to identify purchaser specified requirements for purchasing guidelines
AUDIT QUESTIONS

• Requirements checklists for audits
• Based on products identified from the color coding and SC review
• Give auditors a checklist of requirements to cover based on the specific products
AUDITOR TEST

- Required as part of the auditors qualification process
- Demonstrates auditor’s ability to navigate the specification and verify technical requirements
Standard Timeline – Current Vs. Recommended
NC Quantity - API 5CT Clauses (2013-2015)
NC Quantity - API 5L Clauses (2013-2015)
NC Quantity - API 16C Clauses (2013-2015)